A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

Customize your outdoor sofa
SOLLERÖN is a series of outdoor lounge furniture which consists of various sections to use individually, or combine them to create a modular sofa that suits you. Do you want a cozy corner to curl up in? An outdoor sofa for two? Maybe a long sofa to stretch out on and read? Or a comfortable seat for casual dinners? It’s easy to disconnect the sections and reconfigure them in a new way. Or skip a sofa entirely and create seating with several armchairs. The choice is yours!

Comfortable and easy to care for
The SOLLERÖN series is made of handwoven plastic rattan with the same look as natural rattan. It’s weather resistant and easy to care for – mild detergent and water are all you need. Add KUNGSÖ, HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushions for great comfort, and use decorative cushions like FUNKÖN, SÖTHOLMEN and GULLINGEN to personalise your sofa. The covers can be removed and machine washed. There’s also practical storage under the seat.
FURNITURE COMBINATIONS

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.

Made for comfort. Creating outdoor seating you’ll love couldn’t be easier. One or more armchairs makes for a comfortable solution. Especially since the seat height and the angled back have been designed to give you a relaxing sitting position.

This combination with HÅLLÖ Cushions $260
Black 392.611.38, Beige 692.415.06

This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Cushions $280 Beige 392.525.01, Dark gray 892.525.27

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN Armrest section (set of 2), brown or dark gray 1 pc
SOLLERÖN One-seat section, brown or dark gray 1 pc
HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17" or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Back cushion, 24¼×17¾" 1 pc
HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Seat cushion 24×24" 1 pc

Smart storage. The storage under the seat is perfect for cushions, blankets and other things you want to have close at hands.

This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $420
Black 192.611.44, Beige 792.414.88

This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $460 Beige 892.523.77, Dark gray 892.525.08

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN Armrest section (set of 2), brown or dark gray 1 pc
SOLLERÖN One-seat section, brown or dark gray 2 pcs
HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17" or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Back cushion, 24¼×17¾" 2 pcs
HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Seat cushion, 24×24" 2 pcs

One, two or three? Made of three one-seat sections and a pair of armrests, this sofa has room for your afternoon nap and for a couple of friends to join you when it’s time to socialize.

This combination with HÅLLÖ Cushions $580
Black 892.611.50, Beige 892.413.79

This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $640 Beige 192.524.89, Dark gray 292.524.79

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN Armrest section (set of 2), brown or dark gray 1 pc
SOLLERÖN One-seat section, brown or dark gray 3 pcs
HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17" or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Back cushion, 24¼×17¾" 3 pcs
HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Seat cushion 24×24" 3 pcs

Time to relax? With SOLLERÖN ottoman it’s easy to create a chaise on one end of the sofa - or both...

This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $670
Black 192.611.82, Beige 792.414.50

This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $740 Beige 092.526.87, Dark gray 592.527.03

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN Armrest section (set of 2), brown or dark gray 1 pc
SOLLERÖN One-seat section, brown or dark gray 3 pcs
SOLLERÖN Stool, brown or dark gray 1 pc
HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17" or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Back cushion, 24¼×17¾" 3 pcs
HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Seat cushion 24×24" 4 pcs
FURNITURE COMBINATIONS
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.

Free to rearrange. Want L-shaped seating today and a long, straight sofa tomorrow? Just disconnect the units, rearrange and reconnect. It’s really easy.

This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $795
Black 792.611.60, Beige 892.417.08

This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $885
Beige 492.526.14, Dark gray 592.526.61

Shopping list:
- SOLLERÖN Armrest section (set of 2), brown or dark gray 1 pc
- SOLLERÖN One-seat section, brown or dark gray 3 pcs
- SOLLERÖN Corner section, brown or dark gray 1 pc
- HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17” or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Back cushion, 24⅝×17⅝” 5 pcs
- HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Seat cushion 24×24” 4 pcs

Having a party? Make room for friends and family with this generous combination with Ottoman and lot of space. Or make your own personal combination – the possibilities are more than we count.

This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $1045
Black 892.611.88, Beige 892.414.64

This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $1165
Beige 892.525.70, Dark gray 992.525.79

Shopping list:
- SOLLERÖN Armrest section (set of 2), brown or dark gray 1 pc
- SOLLERÖN One-seat section, brown or dark gray 4 pcs
- SOLLERÖN Corner section, brown or dark gray 1 pc
- SOLLERÖN Stool, brown or dark gray 1 pc
- HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17” or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Back cushion, 24⅝×17⅝” 6 pcs
- HÅLLÖ or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN Seat cushion 24×24” 6 pcs

HOW TO BUILD

You can combine SOLLERÖN sections into a modular sofa that perfectly suits your needs. If you want to make a different combination at a later time, it’s easy to disconnect the sections and reconfigure them in a whole new way.
**PROTECTING AND CARING FOR SOLLERÖN**

The best way to extend the life of your outdoor furniture is by cleaning it regularly and not leaving it outdoors unprotected more than necessary.

**Cleaning**
Wipe clean with a mild soapy solution. KUNGSÖ, HÅLLÖ and FRÖSÖN covers are removable and machine washable.

**Storing:**
**SOLLERÖN sofa frame:**
If possible, store in a cool dry place indoors. If the furniture is stored outside, cover it with a waterproof cover. After a rain or snowfall, wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow air to circulate to avoid condensation. In freezing temperatures, plastic can weaken and is not recommended for use.

**Cushions:**
Store the sofa cushions in a cool, dry place indoors when the season is over, preferably in a storage bag or storage box to protect from dirt and dust. Make sure the cushions are completely dry before storing them away.

**Maintenance**
Requires no maintenance.

**Repairing**
The steel frame is protected from rust with a powder-coating of plastic paint. If for some reason the coating comes off, the steel is not protected and rust may occur. To repair the damage, wipe clean and repaint to restore protection.

**Note!**
SOLLERÖN coffee table top is made of tempered glass. Handle the glass with care. A damaged edge or scratched surface can in exceptional cases cause the glass to crack suddenly. However, never into sharp fragments, only into small pieces. Avoid collisions from the side – this is where the glass is most vulnerable. Also, the table is not intended to support a umbrella, such as those that clamp to the edge of the table.